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Implicit regulation for automotive variators

A Beccari* and M Cammalleri
Department of Mechanics and Aeronautics, University of Palermo, Italy

Abstract: A well-known practice uses mechanical variators to realize the so-called continuously
variable transmissions (CVTs) for automotive application. A remarkable problem for one of the most
used CVTs is given by the hydraulic control of the axial thrust on the half-pulleys that is necessary
for torque transmission. It involves a heavy decrease in transmission eYciency.

In the present paper, the possible production of the required axial thrust by a simple spring to
eliminate hydraulic losses is analysed. It is shown that the power capacity of such a regulated variator
is near to the maximum possible, and the belt torque loss is always considerably lower than the sum
of the belt and pump losses of a standard controlled CVT. Moreover, it is not much greater than a
slip limit controlled CVT for medium-low vehicle speeds, and slightly lower for higher speeds.
Finally, the power capacity by the spring thrust is evaluated when the variator is used in split power
transmissions, considering several con� gurations and steady ideal operation.

Keywords: continuously variable transmissions, mechanical transmission, thrust regulation,
automotive application, split power transmissions

NOTATION á pulley wedge half-angle
â angle de� ned in Fig. 1
¢n angular speed lossc winding radius parameter
¢x half-pulley axial displacementC torque applied on a pulley
¢õ* sliding angleCbl belt torque loss
è

p pump eYciencyCpl pump torque loss
õ

0 idle angleD pump displacement
ô overall speed ratiof belt/pulley coeYcient of friction
ô
var variator speed ratiof ¾ apparent coeYcient of friction= f/sin á

F0 spring preload
F

z
axial thrust on a pulley

F
zs spring axial thrust on a pulley Subscripts

h pulley centre distance
k radius factor 1 primary pulley
K spring stiVness 2 secondary pulley
n angular speed in input
n
1hp input speed de� ned in equation (8) max maximum

n1sp input speed de� ned in equation (8) min minimum
P

in input power out output
Pv variator power fraction
q mass of belt per unit length
R wrap radius on a pulley

1 INTRODUCTIONS actuator area
T

0 belt allowable tension
In automotive power transmissions from the primaryT1 tension on the tight belt side
engine to the propulsion system, a well-known andT2 tension on the slack belt side

V belt speed common practice uses mechanical variators, where a
V-belt connects two expanding pulleys [continuously

The MS was received on 7 June 1999 and was accepted after revision variable transmission (CVT)]. The fundamental features
for publication on 14 February 2001.

of belt-type CVTs can be identi� ed with their power* Corresponding author: Department of Mechanics and Aeronautics,
University of Palermo, Viale delle Scienze, 90128 Palermo, Italy. capacity (transmissible power–size ratio), coverage ratio
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698 A BECCARI AND M CAMMALLERI

(ratio between the maximum and minimum speed ratio) greater than a slip limit controlled CVT for medium-low
vehicle speeds, and slightly lower for higher speeds.and eYciency.

Moreover, this device is surely much simpler than aThe power capacity of a variator is mainly determined
hydraulic system, where the oil pressure has to be regu-by the belt stress. High torque applications require high
lated according to the load, angular speed and speedclamping forces, yielding a high belt tensile stress (torque
ratio. Of course, the expected bene� ts can be achievedtransmission by friction). Centrifugal forces due to the
mostly if the hydraulic regulation is eliminated for thebelt motion also aVect the belt stress level [1 ], and thus
speed ratio as well, for example using electric actuators,the power capacity may be maximized by optimizing the
as in some automotive power steering systems, whichprimary pulley angular speed. Moreover, given a particu-
take up energy only during the transitional states.lar variator, the power can be increased by using alterna-
Finally, the power capacity by spring thrust regulationtive CVT layouts.
is evaluated when the variator is used in split powerFor example, combining one variator with one or
transmissions, considering several schemes and steadymore epicyclic trains into some complex arrangement
ideal operation.(split-way or two-path transmission) may amplify the

power, though reducing the coverage ratio, or vice versa,
in comparison with the simple variator [2, 3 ]. A multi-

2 VARIATOR MODELmode scheme (that is, a particular combination of two
or more split-way schemes commuting to each other by

Several papers have recently been written on the model-brakes or clutches) can produce a further improvement
ling of the metal pushing V-belt transmission. Karamfor both power and coverage ratio [4 ].
and Play [9 ] have proposed an interesting model that,Today, wide use is made of Van Doorne’s metal push-
however, is not easily applicable. Fujii and Kurokawaing V-belt CVT. Although the CVT has eVectively an
[10 ] and Gerbert [11] derived relations between trans-in� nite number of gear ratios, allowing the engine to
mitted torque and pulley thrust, but none of them con-operate near to its maximum eYciency point, the
centrates on the aspect of the maximum tension levelexpected reduction in fuel consumption has yet to be
that is reached on the bands, which is important to max-realized because existing CVT systems have a lower
imize the variator power capacity [1, 2 ]. Micklem et al.eYciency than their � xed ratio counterparts. This
[12 ] state that Coulomb friction cannot predict the beltineYciency is mainly due to the hydraulic pump required
slip they measured under tests and propose a modelto provide the clamping force on the pulleys and to the
based on elastohydrodynamic lubrication concepts,losses associated with the belt–pulley coupling itself. The
where the entire winding arc is active. By contrast, Fujiisum of these losses is nearly constant over a very wide
and Kurokawa [10] and Karam and Play [9 ] presumerange of vehicle speeds, and so the eYciency of a metal
the existence of an idle arc where the compressive load

V-belt variator never rises above 0.8 at full load and
upon the blocks does not change. The magnitude of this

exhibits a sharp decrease at partial load, while the gear
idle arc has an important in� uence on the axial thrust.

eYciency can easily exceed 0.9 [5–8 ].
In this paper, a simple model is applied, based on

The oil pressure level is controlled by pump choking, the classic belt theory (Eulero) and on the following
but, as the minimum required axial thrust to guarantee assumptions [13]:
the torque transmission undergoes substantial variations

1. The block and band structure of the belt is treated aswith speed ratio and load, the pressure is generally
a uniform continuum, and so the friction among thekept at a higher level than required, producing heavy
bands and between the band set and the blocks iseYciency losses. Such a poor performance is also due to
neglected [14, 15]. Besides, it is shown in referencespartial utilization of the rated load, as the axial thrust
[12] and [9 ] that the transmitted force between ringsand primary speed are not regulated for reaching the
and blocks is smaller than the compression forcemaximum transmissible power. For all these reasons, the
between the blocks, and increasingly so with increas-convenience of using small variators to be loaded close
ing torque ratio r [10 ] (the torque ratio is de� ned asto their top power appears evident [2 ].
the ratio between the torque presently transmittedWith the aim of providing some increase in variator
and the maximum transmittable torque at the slipeYciency, in the present work an analysis is made of the
limit for a given pulley thrust).possible production of the required axial thrust by a

2. The V-belt moves along a circular path when engagedsimple spring (whose force depends on the axial distance
with a pulley as the radial stiVness is very large [12],between the half-pulleys, i.e. on the speed ratio only) to
and so it is considered to be like a � at belt and aneliminate hydraulic losses. It is shown that the power
equivalent coeYcient of friction is introduced.capacity of such a regulated variator is near to the maxi-

3. Finally, the only inertia forces considered are due tomum possible and the belt torque loss is always consider-
belt centripetal acceleration.ably lower than the sum of the belt and pump losses of

a standard controlled CVT. Furthermore, it is not much A useful relation for calculation of the speed ratio
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699IMPLICIT REGULATION FOR AUTOMOTIVE VARIATORS

ô
var

=n2
/n1

=R1
/R2 of the variator in Fig. 1 is given by pulley, F

z1
,

the constancy of the belt length (see the Notation):
C1

=2f ¾ R1 tan á(1 Õ e Õ f ¾ ¢õ* )
F

z1
(1 Õ e Õ f ¾ ¢õ* )+õ

01
f ¾L=(ð+2â)R1

+(ð Õ 2â)R2
+2h cos â

(6)and
or, on the secondary pulley, F

z2
,

â=arcsin
R1

Õ R2
h C

1
=2f ¾ R

1 tan á(1 Õ e Õ f ¾ ¢õ* )
(1)

6
F

z2
(1 Õ e Õ f ¾ ¢õ* )+õ

02
f ¾ e Õ f ¾ ¢õ* (7)

The tension distribution is qualitatively as in Fig. 2,
where

It is interesting that the transmissible torque is not aVec-
ted by the primary angular speed (n1!V ) if T

1
<T

0 ,T2
Õ qV2

T
1
Õ qV2

=e Õ f ¾ ¢õ*
but at the highest belt tension, T0 , an increase in the
primary speed should be compensated for by a reduction

õ
01

=ð+2â Õ ¢õ* in the axial thrust and thus in the transmissible torque.
õ

02
=ð Õ 2â Õ ¢õ*

(2)
3 REGULATION MODES

The axial thrust on the primary and secondary pulley is
respectively Figures 3 and 4 show the transmissible torque, power,

and primary and secondary axial thrusts for a variator
F

z1
=

T1
Õ qV2

2f ¾ tan á [õ
01

f ¾ +(1 Õ e Õ f ¾ ¢õ* )] (3) which is always assumed to be working at the highest
admissible tension and at the adherence limit (sliding arc
¢õ* equal to the winding arc ð Õ 2 |â | on the smaller

F
z2

=
T1

Õ qV2
2f ¾ tan á [e Õ f ¾ ¢õ* õ

02
f ¾ +(1 Õ e Õ f ¾ ¢õ* )] (4) pulley). Therefore, in any condition this is the variator

with the maximum transmissible power–size ratio. It will
from which it is clear that the axial thrust is on average therefore be de� ned as the ideal variator (IV ). The
lower on the driven pulley than on the driving pulley. power and torque are scaled by their common values at

The input torque C
1 is the ends of the speed ratio range for the particular input

speed n1
=6047 r/min, and the axial thrust is scaled by

C1
=T1R1 CA1 Õ

qV2
T1 B (1 Õ e Õ f ¾ ¢õ* )D (5) the maximum admissible belt tension T0 , which is here

� xed at 5000 N (see other design data in Table 1).
The curves are plotted for constant input speeds,or else, depending on the axial thrust on the primary

Fig. 1 Variator scheme
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Fig. 2 Tension distribution along the winding arc for ô
var

>1

n1
=1–2–3–4–5–6–7–8000 r/min, plus the two notable (SV ) suggested in this work with the commercial varia-

tors and the IV de� ned above, the technical variator wasvalues n1
=n1hp

=4381 r/min (highest transmissible
power at ô

varm ax
) and n1

=n1sp
=6047 r/min (same power identi� ed with the ideal variator, though only for

n1¢n1hp , so that the power–speed ratio curves alwaysat ô
varm ax

and ô
varm in

). For a symmetrical variator (i.e.
ô
varm a x

=1/ô
varm in

), show a positive slope. As to the AV, the further limi-
tation of a constant torque is imposed, choosing the
value of Fig. 3 at ô

varm in
for n1

=n1hp
=4381 r/min. Thus,n1sp

=S 1 Õ ô
varm in

ô2varm a x
Õ ô

varm in

T
1

qR2min
, n1hp

=S T
1

3qR2max Fig. 3 is useful for estimating torque and transmissible
power for these variator types as well.(8)

Thus, for the most eYcient use of the power capacity,
the primary pulley of a simple variator should rotate at

4 POWER CAPACITYn
1
=n

1sp , and the regulation of the axial thrust on the
secondary pulley would be more convenient since it
would on average be lower. Actually, the axial thrust is The SV design implies � rstly the choice of the spring

location either on the primary or on the secondary shaft,not so � nely regulated as for the ideal variator above,
and thus the transmissible power is lower than shown and then the calculation of the preload, spring stiVness

and angular speed in order to match the SV and the IVin Fig. 3.
In industrial application, for example, for which the performances as closely as possible.

Using a compression spring ‘external’ to the half-de� nition of technical variator (TV) is introduced here,
the manufacturers declare a monotonous increasing pulleys, in view of the power maximization for a given

variator size, the regulation of the axial thrust on thecharacteristic power versus speed ratio at constant input
speed, while in Van Doorne’s automotive variator (AV ) primary pulley is unavoidable. In fact, as the speed ratio

increases, the primary pulley closes up, reducing thethe power is kept constant on increasing ô
var at constant

n
1 by reducing the secondary axial thrust more than for spring compression (axial thrust), while a spring on the

secondary pulley behaves in the opposite way. In boththe IV (Fig. 5).
To compare the power capacity of the spring variator cases the characteristic of axial thrust versus ô

var is

D06899 © IMechE 2001Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part D
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Fig. 3 Transmissible torque and power for the ideal variator

diVerent from the ideal case of Fig. 4, substantially so missible power with input speed (the lower the
primary speed compared with n1sp , the more SV isfor the latter case (increasing spring thrust instead of

decreasing ideal thrust with increasing ô
var), and in a penalized in comparison with IV ).

lesser way for the former case, especially at high
When optimized at the most convenient angular speed

angular speeds.
according to the coverage ratio, the spring variator per-

The thrust produced by a spring extension, ¢x1 , is
mits the same size as the ideal variator, while the techni-
cal variator and the automotive variator require largerF

zs1
=F0

Õ K¢x1 , where ¢x1
=2(R1

Õ Rmin) tan á
(9)

The spring parameters F0 and K can be determined by
Table 1 Design dataoptimizing the SV with reference to the IV, imposing the

same axial thrust at the ô
var range end-points, for the Unit of

Description Symbol Value measureprimary speed n1
=n1sp which yields the highest average

transmissible power. The comparison of axial force,
Minimum winding radius Rmin 28.7 mm

transmissible torque and power with the IV is shown Maximum winding radius Rmax 70.2 mm
Centre distance h 155 mmin Fig. 6.
Belt mass per unit length q 1.6 kg/mOf course, the present variator SV:
Groove half-angle á 11 deg
Friction coeYcient f 0.1(a) cannot work at input speeds n1

>n1sp , otherwise the
Allowable belt tension T0 5000 N

belt breaks; Belt length L 632 mm
Pump displacement D 9.72 cm3/rev(b) for any input speed n

1¢n
1sp, has the same trans-

Pump eYciency è
p 0.7missible power at ô

varm in
and at ô

varm ax
;

Secondary actuator area S2 10 cm2
(c) for a given ô

var , shows a linearly increasing trans-

D06899 © IMechE 2001 Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part D
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Fig. 4 Axial thrust on the primary pulley, F
z1

, and secondary pulley, F
z2

, for the ideal variator

Fig. 5 Secondary axial thrust at n
1
=4381 for the automotive variator and the ideal variator

sizes, as shown in Table 2. In the case of an automotive in comparison with the spring variator because it can
transmit a higher torque at a lower speed, while theengine, however, where the maximum torque must be

transmitted at an angular speed that is about two-thirds spring variator cannot exceed the transmissible torque
at the highest primary angular speed.of the maximum power speed, the ideal variator gains

D06899 © IMechE 2001Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part D
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Fig. 6 Axial thrust, transmissible torque and power for the spring variator when optimized at n
1
=n

1sp
=

6047 r/min

5 EFFICIENCY However, the spring thrust is excessive at partial load,
bringing about a consequent rise in the belt power losses.

Thus, the SV reduces the complexity of the axial thrust Therefore, the belt losses of the spring variator were
regulation by making it automatic and passive (no power compared with the sum of the belt and pump losses for

the cases of standard and slip limit control (the slidingconsumption) and allows a very good power capacity.

D06899 © IMechE 2001 Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part D
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Table 2 Summary of the variator class

IV SV TV AV

Mono- Mono- Mono- Mono-
Speed ratio ô range Two-ET ET Simple Two-ET ET Simple Two-ET ET Simple Two-ET ET Simple

1/2–1 0.286 0.453 0.728 0.382 0.509 0.728 0.365 0.453 0.756 0.784 0.784 1.307
1/4–1 0.660 0.701 0.872 0.713 0.764 0.872 0.774 0.784 0.963 1.176 1.176 1.307
1/6–1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.259 1.307 1.307 1.307 1.307 1.307

0–1/2–1 0.402 0.907 — 0.600* 1.019 — 0.640 0.907 — 1.568 1.568 —
0–1/4–1 1.049 1.071 — 1.049 1.098 — 1.164 1.164 — 2.091 2.091 —
0–1/6–1 1.521 1.532 — 1.634 1.661 — 1.869 1.869 — 2.875 2.875 —

Õ 1/2–1 0.804 1.814 — 1.432 2.037 — 1.280 1.814 — 3.137 3.137 —
Õ 1/4–1 1.581 1.952 — 1.702 2.059 — 1.976 2.015 — 3.660 3.660 —
Õ 1/6–1 2.248 2.251 — 2.270 2.294 — 2.507 2.507 — 4.444 4.444 —

* Obtained realizing the regulation of the axial thrust on the variator secondary pulley.

arc is � xed at 80 per cent of the winding arc on the Figure 7 compares the torque loss measured by Micklem
et al. [15] and the values given by (13) for an inputsmaller pulley).

The power losses of the belt consist of the speed loss torque of 32 N m. The agreement is good and the slopes
of the calculated and experimental curves are very close.and torque loss, de� ned as follows:
Therefore, the energy involved in the process appears to
be the same whichever model is applied, even though then2

=n1
R1
R2

Õ ¢n2, C1
=C2

R1
R2

+Cbl (10)
true causes of the torque loss are diVerent in the metal
pushing and in the rubber V-belt.The speed loss ¢n

2 is mainly due to the slip between the
It can be shown that the belt torque loss has only abelt and the pulley surfaces. It is smaller than the torque

very small dependence on the transmitted torque andloss [8, 16 ] and moreover is proportional to the torque
increases with increasing axial thrusts. The input speedtransmitted and inversely proportional to the axial thrust
has little eVect on belt torque loss when ô

var is small but[14], so it can be neglected in this analysis.
a greater eVect at higher ô

var . For given input speed andThe belt torque loss, C
bl , is due to radial friction

axial thrust, the loss is maximum at ô
varm a x

, minimum atforces which constrain the belt to enter the pulley at a
about ô

var
=1 and intermediate at ô

varm in
.greater radius and to exit at a smaller radius than the

Finally, the torque absorbed by the hydraulic pumpequilibrium radius. This implies an additional torque
for standard and slip limit controlled variators isto force the belt into the pulleys and then to remove
expressed asit. An empirical model has been proposed by Micklem

et al. [15 ] who, for both primary and secondary
Cpl

=
F

z2
A

2

D

2ðè
p

(14)pulleys, suggest that

Rin
=R/k, Rout

=Rk
In fact, the pump outlet pressure is always equal to the

R Ó 1 Õ k2=constant=5.5 mm pressure in the secondary actuator and the pump rotates
(11) at the primary angular speed.

By applying the above formulae and the work dia-They use elastohydrodynamic lubrication theory to
grams of a standard controlled variator driven by anmodel the variator behaviour [8 ], in contrast to the pre-
1100 cm3 petrol engine [8 ], the torque losses have beensent analysis, but, bearing in mind that their torque loss
derived in Fig. 8 over a vehicle speed range from 15 tomechanism is formally analogous to the imperfect � exi-
140 km/h.bility of the conventional belts, this type of torque loss

Supposing for the slip limit variator that the controlis assumed, but using the same experimental constant of
system sets the same speed ratio as in the standard casereference [15 ], that is
at the various vehicle speeds, Fig. 9 shows the torque

R
in

=R+c, R
out

=R Õ c, c=R(1 Õ k) losses in this case. Optimizing the SV as explained above
(Section 5) but with reference to the slip limit variator,
the spring parameters F0

=20.5 kN and K=4.6 kN/cmk=S1 Õ A5.5 mm
R B2

were obtained, and Fig. 10 shows the corresponding belt
(12) torque loss.

Finally, Figs 11 and 12 compare the total losses and
Cbl

=(T1
+T2)c1

+(T1
+T2)c2

R1
R2

the secondary pressures for the three cases considered.
In the case of the SV, the secondary pressure is represen-
tative of the axial thrust that must be applied on the=(T1

+T2)R1 [(1 Õ k1)+(1 Õ k2)] (13)

D06899 © IMechE 2001Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part D
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Fig. 7 Comparison between measured [15] and calculated torque loss for an input torque of 32 N m

secondary pulley to balance the spring thrust on the pri- considerably lower than the sum of the belt and pump
losses of the standard controlled CVT. Moreover, it ismary pulley.

It can be seen that, especially in the low vehicle speed not much greater than the slip limit controlled CVT for
medium-low speeds, and slightly lower for higher speeds.zone, both the standard controlled CVT and SV keep

the clamping force decidedly too high as regards the real With increase in the vehicle speed the eYciency rises
exponentially from 0.37 to 0.89 for standard CVT andinput torque. Nevertheless, the SV torque loss is always

D06899 © IMechE 2001 Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part D
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Fig. 10 Torque losses in the spring variatorFig. 8 Torque losses in the standard variator

Fig. 11 Comparison of the overall torque losses of the
standard, slip limit and spring variators

Fig. 9 Torque losses in the slip limit variator

forces as required by the slip limit variator. Furthermore,
in this case, the control system must give a very rapidfrom 0.74 to 0.93 for SV, while it goes from 0.93 to 0.92

for the slip limit variator. However, when all the other pressure increase when the driver calls for maximum
acceleration, and it should be veri� ed whether the higherlosses are included (slip, bearings, gears, clutch) the

eYciency settles at lower values [5–8 ]. slip values can aVect the life of the transmission [8 ].
As far as the SV is concerned, the expected bene� tsMoreover, considering also the losses due to slip, the

diVerence between the slip limit variator and the SV can be achieved mostly if the hydraulic regulation is
eliminated for the speed ratio as well, for example usingshould decrease, because the slip losses are small when

the variator is working with high clamping forces but electric actuators that take up energy only during the
transitional states (a device of this kind is producedare likely to become much greater for low clamping

D06899 © IMechE 2001Proc Instn Mech Engrs Vol 215 Part D
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Fig. 12 Comparison of the secondary pressure of the standard, slip limit and spring variators

for competition scooter variators), but they must be overall speed ratio ô=nout
/nin ; i.e. (see Fig. 13) [2 ], for

nin
=constant and Pin

=constant,suYciently powerful to balance the high spring thrust.

Pv
=Pv(ô), n1

=n1(ô), ô=ô(ôvar)
6 SPLIT-WAY TRANSMISSIONS ô

var
=n

2
/n

1
(15)

As the variator is generally the main source of power
loss in the transmission, it can be convenient to split the Therefore, for a given variator, the diagrams of the

transmissible power versus ô
var for n1

=constant aretransmission into two parallel paths, the � rst one with
a continuously variable ratio (variator V ) and the other more important than for the single path (in the limit,

the variator could transmit the envelope of the powerwith a � xed ratio (gear G): the two paths converge into
an epicyclic train (ET) on one side, and are linked maxima in Fig. 3). The power capacity by spring thrust

regulation has been compared with the IV, TV and AVtogether (mono-ET scheme) or converge into a second
epicyclic train (two-ET scheme) on the other side, as for several schemes of split-way transmission in steady

ideal operation.in Fig. 13.
In fact, a two-path transmission may amplify the over- In the choice of the optimal scheme, it becomes neces-

sary to compare the variator power fraction P
v
=P

v (ô)all transmissible power, though reducing the coverage
ratio (or vice versa) in comparison with the simple vari- (i.e. the part of the total power that the scheme transmits

by the variator) with the variator transmissible power,ator, transmitting by the variator only a fraction of the
total power. This solution should provide a higher over- n1C1 , in order to determine the class of the variator

(required size for an assigned nominal power Pin). Theall eYciency with a narrower coverage ratio (or vice
versa) [2 ]. However, a multimode scheme (i.e. a particu- transmissible power is obtainable from equations (6) and

(7), while the variator power fraction P
v
=P

v(ô) can belar combination of two or more split-way layouts com-
muting by brakes or clutches) can produce a further obtained from equations such as (15).

The design of the SV consists in this case in calculatingimprovement for both power (and thus eYciency) and
coverage ratio [4 ]. the spring preload and stiVness, the primary angular

speed nin and the aperture Aa (where Aa is a characteristicBy a split-way transmission with assigned nominal
power Pin and engine speed nin , depending on the parameter of two ET schemes and represents the ratio

between the variator input speed n
1 at maximum andschemes, both the variator power fraction P

v and its
input speed n1 are not constant but functions of the at the minimum overall speed ratio ô [2 ] ) in order to

Fig. 13 Simple variator, mono-ET scheme and two-ET scheme
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Congress on Continuously Variable Power Transmissionminimize the variator class; i.e. in � nding [17]
(CVT 99), Eindhoven, The Netherlands, 16–17

nin , F0 , K, Aa September 1999.
2 Andolina, M. and Beccari, A. Continuous variation

transmission in automotive application: extension of theso that Cmax
Pv

n1C1
for ô

min¢ô¢ô
maxD is minimum

working range of automotive transmission to start and
reverse motion, with minimization of the variator dimen-(16)
sion. In International Congress on Continuously Variable

Operating in this way and restricting the ratio F0
/K to Power Transmission (CVT 96), Yokohama, Japan, 1996.

3 Vahebzadeh, H., et al. A split-torque, geared-neutrallimit the spring axial size, the results of Table 2 can be
in� nitely variable transmission mechanics. SAE paperobtained. The following conclusions can be drawn
905089, 1990.from Table 2:

4 Beccari, A. Schemi bimodali ottimizzati per la trasmissione
1. The ‘ideal’ regulation IV allows clearly the smallest di potenza con due vie in parallelo e rapporto di trasmis-

variator class for any condition. sione variabile con continuità. Internal Report, Institute of
Machines, University of Palermo, Italy, December 1997.2. The regulation AV at constant torque, typical in the

5 Beccari, A. and Sorge, F. Experimental results for a variableautomotive application, gives the highest variator
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